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Introduction
Elect Chris Worfolk,
Monster Raving Loony Party
candidate for City & Hunslet
(Leeds City Council). Vote
for insanity. You know it
makes sense.
I represent a different kind of politician. Of course, that
is what all politicans say, and it is up to you to decide
whether I offer a real alternative.
I am a loony. An idiot. I do not have the answers. This,
however, does not differentiate me from many politicans
out there. The difference is that I know it.
That’s why evidence-based policy is so important. It’s
time to send this message to the establishment. It has
been scientifically proven that the best way to do this is
to vote Loony.
What proof you ask? Vote Loony!

“The only wasted vote is one that is not used.”
Howling Laud Hope

Vote Chris
Chris is standing for
election for Leeds City
Council in the ward of
City & Hunslet.

Party policies
I am a candidate for the
Official Monster Raving
Loony Party. However,
the policies put forward
in this manifesto
represent my own views
and I do not claim the
party endorces all, or
indeed any of them.

Why not an MP?
Parliament has been
dissolved and therefore
technically there are no
MPs at the moment. That
is the main reason why it
is not Chris Worfolk MP.
Other reasons include
that I have never been
an MP, and that I am not
running for Parliament.
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Policies
Economy
Ban banks from opening
between 9am and 5pm
because we are all at work
during those hours.
Fit air bags to the stock
exchange in case of a
crash.
Bankers’ bonuses must be
backed up by symmetrical
bankers’ deductions if they
lose money.
Clear the
national
debt by
putting it
all on a
credit card.
A second Monopolies
Commission will be
created, thus ending
the first commission’s
monopoly on monopoly
investigations.

more, they have to pay
their staff more too.
Mondays will be banned.
Reduce discrimination by
requiring all candidates to
attend interviews wearing a
paper bag over their head.

Health
Increased focus on mental
health, obviously. We are
the Loony Party after all.
Reduce waiting times in
A&E by allowing people to
pre-book emergencies.
Make chocolate
available on
prescription.
Make placebos
available on the
NHS.

Introduce a 99p coin to
save on change.

Reduce waiting times for
treatment of transparency,
bloaty head and slack
tongues.

Employment

Education

Increase the minimum
wage by linking it to
the cost of five pints at
Wetherspoons.

Reduce class sizes by
moving the desks closer
together.

We will complement the
minimum wage with a
maximum wage. Bosses
will only be able to pay
themselves 10 times what
they pay their staff. If they
want to pay themselves

Stop teachers worrying
about Ofsted by making
all inspections “surprise
inspections”.
Increase student interest
in history by reclassifying
Game of Thrones as non-

fiction.

Housing
Prevent landlords from
ripping tenants off with
their deposit by requiring
housing deposit deposits.
Ban letting agent fees and
require letting agents to
provide references from
previous customers to
show they are honest.

Environment
Reduce
the effect
of climate
change by
petitioning
the United
Nations to
kill all the
humans.
Re-balance the grey
squirrel red squirrel
situation by painting half of
the grey squirrels red.
Greener energy will be
generated by attaching
minature wind farms to
MPs’ mouths.
Four wheel drive cars will
only be allowed to drive
off-road.

Justice
We will reverse the prison
book ban. It will be
replaced by a mandatory
one book per week policy
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Policies
that prisoners will be tested
on every Wednesday.
Prisons are like bed and
breakfast these days
(apparently) so to generate
revenue we will sell
holidays in them.
Introduce a European
Court of Human Lefts to
balance the European Court
of Human Rights.
“Life means life” prison
sentences to be introduced
for people who rustle
sweets at the theatre.
Launch a public inquiry
into why key cutting and
shoe repair are always
inexplicably combined into
the same shop.
Reduce crime by
introducing a Discworldstyle Guild of Thieves.

Defence
The Ministry of Defence
would be banned from
operating anywhere other
than British soil on the
grounds that anything else
is “attack”.

Equality
Issue all working women
with a hammer to smash
through the glass ceiling.

strip clubs by requiring
them to hire at least 20%
male dancers.
Encourage Mad Pride
events to help end the
stigma against mental
health problems.

Democracy
Remove the voting
age to allow any
citizen to vote.
Introduce an elected
monarchy. We will then
elect a new king or queen
every five years.
The House of Commons
will be placed on wheels so
that it can move around the
country.

Domestic Policy
Legalise all drugs, and tax
them. Treat addicts like
victims and not criminals.
Abolish Daylight Saving
Time as it
does not in
fact save any
time.
Replace
London
Underground trains with
livestock trucks to give
commuters more space.

Scrap the tampon tax.

Take Leeds United into
public ownership.

Reduce the gender gap in

Create a fast and slow

lane down major shopping
streets to help prevent
pedestrians getting in
each other’s
way.
Continue our
pioneering work
of entering
into co-ALEinitions with
local broweries.
Ban greyhound racing to
stop the country going to
the dogs.

Foreign Policy
Reduce tension with
Argentina by moving the
Falkland Islands closer to
the UK.
Reduce our dependency on
foreign beers by offering
significant tax incentives to
microbreweries.

Other Policies
Re-name American football
to soccer to avoid
confusion between
the two.
Re-introduce literal
surnames such as
Sally Accountant or
John Office-Manager.
If in doubt, I will ask other
politicians what they
would do, and then do the
opposite.

